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FAR INFRARED AND RAMAN SPECTROSCOPIC INVESTIGATIONS OF LUNAR MATE- 

RIALS FROM APOLLO 11, 12, 14 AND 15.* C.H.Perry, D.K.Agrawa1, E.Anastassakis, 
R.P.Lomdes and N.E.Tornberg, Solid State Spectroscopy Lab., Northeastern 
Univ., Boston, Mass. 02115. 

Far infrared spectroscopic investigations and Raman light scattering mea- 
surements have been made on a large variety of lunar samples and terrestial 
minerals. These studies were mainly conducted at room temperature and covered 
the frequency range 2000-20 cm-I (5-500 microns in wavelength). This region 
encompasses all the optically active natural vibrational frequencies of the 
internal and lattice modes found in lunar and most terrestial materials. 

The infrared specular reflectance spectra of all the polished bulk sam- 
ples and pressed discs of the fines were compared with the reflectance of a 
freshly aluminized mirror. The reflectance data were subjected to a Kramers- 
Kronig analysis from which the real (E') and imaginary (so) parts of the di- 
electric dispersion were obtained. The analysis also provided values of the 
refractive index (n) and the extinction coefficient (K) from 5-500 microns. 
The numerical frequencies of the infrared active modes of vibration that are 
characteristic of the chemical constituents of the materials are the frequen- 
cies corresponding to peaks in the imaginary part of the dielectric function. 
These are listed in Table 1 for the lunar materials currently investigated and 
a few examples of terrestials are shown for comparison purposes. 

Transmission techniques were also employed on the fines. Approximately 
2-3 mg/cm2 of sample was suspended in a KBr matrix and two rather broad spec- 
tral bands were observed at -- 400 cm-l and 900 cm-I corresponding to 'sili- 
cate' bending and stretching regions respectively. A thin layer of the powder 
material on a conducting substrate was used to obtain the frequency where the 
transmission passes through a maximum. This frequency is called the 
Christianson frequency (uC) and corresponds to the state where n 1 and K -0. 
It has been found in terrestial materials that wc varies with the degree of 
basicity and the values obtained in the lunar samples are listed in Table 1. 
wc was also obtained from the Kramers-Kronig analysis and the frequencies were 
generally in reasonable agreement (k 5 cm-1) with the transmission data. From 
Table 1 it can be seen that wc varies from - 1270-1200 cm-I in the lunar sam- 
ples investigated. This region characteristically lies between the terrestial 
intermediate rocks like Andesite and Syenite and the ultra-basic rocks like 
Chrondrites, Peridotites and Olivene. As well as providing the optical con- 
stants, the Kramers-Kronig analysis also gave values of the dielectric con- 
stant (€,) at - 1011 HZ. These are also listed in Table 1. It would appear 
that generally the values of the dielectric constant measured by other 
researchers (e.g., D. Chung et al.) at frequencies less than lo6 Hz are approx- 
imately a factor of two larger than our results. As this discrepancy is 
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outside the experimental errors it would appear that there may be other 
relaxation mechanisms or free carrier absorption effects occurring between 
lo6 and 1011 Hz. 

The Raman studies perzormed jn this wo$k principally utilized three laser 
exciting lines namely 6328A, 5145A and 4880A with an oblique-incident back 
scattering geometry. The overall success of these studies have been restrict- 
ed mostly to the bulk materials due to the inherent weakness of the Raman 
effect and the high level of elastically scattered light (especially from the 
fines). However, identifiable spectra have been obtained from individual 
crystalline grains or inclusions in about ten lunar samples by direct compar- 
ison with the spectra of terrestial minerals. Spectra corresponding to 
olivene, ilmenite, pyroxene and quartz grains could be distinguished using the 
50p diameter probe of the laser beam. Spectral bands characteristic of the 
olivene bearing basalts have been observed in 12009,48 and 14301,20. In 
samples 10058,56; 12065,115; 12073,42; 14301,20; 14310,76; and 14310,184 
ilmenite and pyroxene grains give well defined bands and quartz bands are 
observed in 12009,48; 14320,76; 14310,184 and 14321,98. 

The small diameter (-- 50y) laser spot allows quite small grains to 
chemically and mineralogically identified. This analytical method can be 
contrasted with complementary infrared measurements. In the latter case the 
spectra are more representative of the distribution of the major constituents 
throughout the bulk material. As such these results should provide signif- 
icant information for comparison with possible future infrared remote sensing 
measurements of the lunar surface. 
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